Everything written below is from the point of view of our personal cosmology. It is not intended to be true for anyone else reading it, and we are most certainly not attempting to convince the reader of anything whatsoever. Even if we desired to do so, it is impossible; because one person can never transfer his understanding to another! It is for you to prove or disprove according to your ability to expand your consciousness. You are a Microcosm, created to view the Cosmos from your own unique point of view; therefore, if you wish to experience the indescribable joy and happiness of knowing who you are, where you came from, and where you are going, you must develop your personal cosmology from scratch to the level of awareness where you feel the wondrous bliss of being at One with The Consciousness of Energy! Remember, ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ are dual aspects of the same thing! Arguing between them is useless, because one cannot exist without the other; it is for you to choose which side you will physically realize and which side you will leave unfulfilled in your unconscious mind where it must eternally serve as a reference!

_Mortal Man is unable to obey God’s law for he does not know God’s law. For that reason he is constantly hurting himself and calls it evil. He believes in the existence of evil because he is never able to avoid hurting himself and other selves, and must blame his own ignorance upon an existent Satan who is forever punishing him._

_During his mortal stage he has but the one language of the senses, but as he becomes aware of his immortal nature he gradually acquires an understanding of the divine language of Light which comes to him from out of the silence._

_The human race has now arrived at that point where hundreds of thousands are at the transition point between their mortal, physical, sensual natures and their immortal, intellectual and inspirational natures._

_Mortal man is beginning to know his immortality. The sensual in him is being lost in its own Dark by his own Self-Illumining. It is for these few, of the great many, that the REVELATIONS OF THE DIVINE ILIAD were written down by Dr. Walter Russell while he was experiencing the boundless JOY of being at ONE with God in DIVINE COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS._
In our article, *2012 : Regenerative Sun Guidance*, we pointed out the astonishing fact that the Human Race, evolving and involving on Planet Earth, has taken on a vast 4,000,000 year project to develop DIVINE ‘EMOTIONAL’ LOVE at the level of Microcosmic Man (*2016-05-01-THE-FALL-AND-RISE.pdf*). If this project succeeds, it is going to have an enormous impact upon all of the highly advanced space and time traveling civilizations in our wonderful Galaxy whose progress, so far, has been based primarily on Intellect, Mathematical Logic, and Reason. If, based upon all that Earth bound mankind has learned during their now terminating Caterpillar Phase, they can begin the process of expanding their planes of consciousness from the 3D-Grade-Level darkness of materialism into the 5D-Grade-Level glorious light of spirituality and, in the process, **build a super star-class civilization based upon profound Heartfelt Love** for each other and all of the wonders of God’s Creation, then they will **show other, more mentally oriented races in our Galactic family, what the great power of deep emotional love can accomplish in the Cosmos**!

At the beginning of the Dark Caterpillar Phase, it was absolutely necessary for all of the souls participating in the project, to forget their true status as potential Gods in the Cosmos and contract their planes of consciousness to the first level of animal awareness and rank materialism. There was no other alternative because only those who have experienced the agony of evolving through the DARKNESS of ignorance, hate, and the illusion of being separated from God, can fully appreciate, and know, the indescribable JOY of awakening, at last, to the dawning of a New Age that promises to be filled with Cosmic Spiritual Knowledge and the Light of Divine Love.

**THE NATURE AND PURPOSE OF DIVINE COSMIC REVELATIONS**

The purpose of Divine Revelations to the people of Earth, during the time when their spiritual awareness is being transformed from the Darkness of the Caterpillar Phase to the glorious Light of the Butterfly Phase, is to help them retrieve the essence of their spiritual philosophy, geometrical mathematics, physical science and spiritual science which they temporarily lost when their planes of consciousness dropped to the 3D-Grade-Level at the beginning of the Caterpillar Phase of Spiritual Darkness and ignorance.

We have indicated that approximately 1000 years is required to transform the
spiritual consciousness of Mankind from the Dark Caterpillar Phase to the Butterfly Phase of light and vice versa. This corresponds to the two 1000 year phase transformation periods in the 26,000 year procession of the equinoxes.

From our point of view, The historical time frame for this period, as it relates to everybody evolving on earth, begins approximately with the Renaissance in the 15th century and will end, 500 years into the future, around the year 2400 AD. Since the 15th century, several wonderful Melchizedek Teachers and Revelators of Light, beginning with Leonardo da Vince, have incarnated on earth, from the wonderful UNIVERSITY OF COSMIC LIGHT (UCL), for the sole purpose of helping those who are qualifying to enter the Butterfly Phase by accelerating the expansion of their planes of consciousness through the Love of Pure Learning.

Sir Isaac Newton’s *Philosophae Naturalis Principia Mathematica* can be considered to be a fundamental ‘Bible’ of Science which was written by a single revelator. On the whole, however, most of the other great books of science, like an exhaustive book on QUANTUM THEORY, for example, will be a compilation of the contributions of at least 25 different revelators! (See our article *Evolution (Spirit Cycle II)*). On the other hand, several Spiritual Science ‘Bibles’ have been written by single revelators during the 19th and 20th centuries. We will briefly discuss a few of the most important ones from the point of view of our Personal Cosmology:

**Walter Bowman Russell (May 19, 1871 - May 19, 1963)** was an American polymath known for his achievements as a painter, sculptor, author and builder. In recent years, his importance as a natural philosopher and developer of an extremely unique and controversial Unified Theory in Physics and Cosmology, is being increasingly recognized. During the development of our COSMIC THEORY OF EVERYTHING, the philosophy contained in his Divinely Inspired book, *THE UNIVERSAL ONE*, pertaining to THE NAMELESS AND BOUNDLESS COSMIC ESSENCE (BCE), has given us great inspiration and spiritual guidance. In addition to this, his accurate diagrams representing the creative forces of Nature has provided us with wonderful hints that helped us construct our Personal Theory of Everything.

After reading Dr. Russell’s *The Universal One*, the great inventor of the world’s AC power systems, Dr. Nikola Tesla, told him that he should lock his book up for
at least a century and perhaps when it is released, after this period of time, the scientific community may be able to understand and accept it. This is almost what effectively happened because it has been 90 years since 1926 and it is only now that a few scientists are beginning to realize that there may be some value to Walter Russell’s work after all!

Our Cosmic Theory of Everything has completely verified Walter Russell’s conjecture that the Cosmos is founded on a unifying principle of rhythmic balanced interchange of energy. His unified physical and spiritual theory is laid out primarily in his books: *The Universal One* (1926), *The Secret of Light* (1947), and *THE MESSAGE OF THE DIVINE ILIAD* (1948 - 1949).

In the summer of 1930, Walter Russell announced via The New York Times, that he was self-publishing the first of a series of pamphlets to embody his speculations about the universe and the constitution of matter, which Russell said, differs radically from many commonly accepted scientific beliefs. Walter Russell Promised to Disprove in this Series of Pamphlets Many Accepted Beliefs. In announcing his speculations about the universe and the constitution of matter, he said that they differed radically from many commonly accepted scientific beliefs. He further announced that he intends to send the first pamphlet, dealing with the cyclic theory of continuous motion, or the **Russell Genero-Radiative Concept**, to leading scientists throughout the world.

**According to Mr. Russell, the fundamentals of science are so hopelessly wrong and so contrary to nature that nothing but a major surgical operation upon the present primitive beliefs can ever put them in line for a workable cosmogenic synthesis.**

Within a week, a well respected scientist, **Dr. John E. Jackson, wrote an editorial to the Times, refuting everything that Walter Russell had stated in his article a week earlier.** This initial exchange of letters set in motion communications which went on through October of 1930.

Since each and every Human Microcosm is characterized by being bounded from without and centered from within by BCE, all of His inspiration and guidance is eternally resonating unconsciously in the Spiritual Minds of their High Selves; however, It can be totally perceived by their Conscious Mind’s embodiments
(incarnations) only after their planes of consciousness have been expanded beyond Grade-Level-4G. Newborn babies, for example, are born with the potential power to learn how to speak, however, until they have acquired the ability to speak through learning, they will not be able to communicate with their mothers.

In the case of Walter Russell, his biography implies that his Spirit incarnated on Planet Earth at a high level of Spiritual Awareness that was, perhaps, beyond Grade-Level-5G! However, the principle prerequisites that must be fulfilled by a Spiritually Advanced High Self, in order to qualify for projecting an incarnation of itself onto Planet Earth, is that all memory of their true nature as GODS OF THE STARS be temporarily suspended and, most of all, they temporarily lose their ability to communicate with THE LANGUAGE OF LIGHT! This then makes it imperative that they redevelop this wonderful language, at the level of spiritual awareness of the people of Earth, and expand their planes of consciousness in parallel with them by re-constituting themselves spiritually through the agony and the ecstasy of Life’s experiences and devoting themselves intensively and extensively to THE LOVE OF PURE LEARNING!

Walter Russell essentially fulfilled most of these requirements by becoming proficient in physical and spiritual philosophy, music performance, sculpture, art illustration, writing, architecture, ice skating and teaching. He had very little formal schooling and was primarily self-taught under the guidance of tutors and Divine Inspiration from God and profoundly intuitive meditation with God. However, none of these contributed very much toward helping him to develop a level of high expertise in Universal Geometrical Mathematics, Theoretical Physics, and Cosmology! He deeply desired to share his work with the world’s great scientist but he was unable to do so effectively because he never developed THE LANGUAGE OF LIGHT which is a profound unification of MASCULINE UNIVERSAL GEOMETRICAL MATHEMATICS and the FEMININE CREATIVE OCTAVE OF COSMIC MUSIC!

If Walter Russell had been proficient in THE LANGUAGE OF LIGHT, he would have immediately realized, as we have, that all of the great theories of physics, and especially THE QUANTUM THEORY, are 100% compatible with the profound spiritual revelations set forth in his great book: The Universal One, if THE BOUNDING AND CENTERING ACTION of BCE, and the GENDER CONDITIONING OF ALL CREATED THINGS, is taken into account!
If Walter Russell had known THE LANGUAGE OF LIGHT, the infuriating debate which occurred between him and a few well known scientists through articles written for the New York times, would never have occurred and his work would not only have been properly evaluated, it may have helped physical science advance far beyond where it is today while simultaneously promoting the development of SPIRITUAL SCIENCE! The debate took place between the months of July and October 1930 and, from our point of view, caused the scientific community to relegate his work to the trash bins of history where it has remained obscure, until recently, to nearly everybody except a few faithful followers and copycats. To stress our point, we will quote a couple of the articles below and suggest that any reader who wants to view the remaining articles go to Walter Russell’s site at: www.philosophy.org.

Walter Russell and the New York Times Articles

In the summer on 1930, Walter Russell announced via The New York Times, that he was self-publishing the first of a series of pamphlets to embody his speculations about the universe and the constitution of matter, which Russell said, differs radically from many commonly accepted scientific beliefs. Within a week, a well respected scientist, Dr. John E. Jackson, wrote an editorial to the Times, refuting everything that Walter Russell had stated in his article a week earlier. This initial exchange of letters set in motion communications which went on through October of 1930. Please read these editorial letters, and you will read how Walter Russell influenced a more expansive thinking from Dr. Jackson and other scientists, who joined in on the debate about Newtonian Theory and other scientific principles.

July 21, 1930: Artist challenges Newtonian Theory, Revising Other Scientific Principles -PRESENT IDEAS PRIMITIVE

Walter Russell Promised to Disprove in a Series of Pamphlets Many Accepted Beliefs. Walter Russell, artist and president of the Society of Arts and Sciences, announces yesterday the publication by him at his own expense of the first of a series of sixteen pamphlets to embody his speculations about the universe and the constitution of matter, which, he says, differ radically from many commonly accepted scientific beliefs. He further announced that he intends to send the
first pamphlet, dealing with the cyclic theory of continuous motion, or the Russell genero-radiative concept, to leading scientists throughout the world. According to Mr. Russell, the fundamentals of science are so hopelessly wrong and so contrary to nature that nothing but a major surgical operation upon the present primitive beliefs can ever put them in line for a workable cosmogenic synthesis.

Newton’s mathematically proved principle that if the orbital motions of the planets were stopped they would fall into the sun is among those challenged by Mr. Russell, who claims that an experiment conducted by him with a miniature model of the solar system convinces him that no such thing would happen. Mr. Russell denies the universally accepted law that like charges repel and opposite charges attract each other. If this were true, he asks, why is it that positive and negative poles of a bar magnet are at its opposite ends as far as they can get away from each other, instead of being together in the middle, as they should be logically if the law were true?

Mr. Russell launches into further speculation which he promises to prove in his succeeding fifteen pamphlets. Many new metals, he writes, of great value to industry can be secured by understanding nature’s simple but hitherto unknown principles. An ocean steamship like the Leviathan could produce her own fuel at negligible cost from sea water in a machine no larger than a newspaper printing press. Carbon metal could be developed with a tensile strength double that of Bessemer steel. Silicon steel will become an ideal structural steel, with more than double its present strength, and very much cheaper, because of the unlimited supply of sand, than iron ore.

Several years ago Mr. Russell figured in the news by writing to Henry Ford telling him to work on isolating aluminum from coal, a substance that, Russell said, would make Ford rich and women beautiful. In 1926, he printed privately The Universal One, embodying his present theories, which scientists looked upon with disfavor.

ARTIST DISPUTES NEWTON AND KEPLER FINDINGS
August 03, 1930

Dr. Jackson Sees Something Profane in Mr. Russell’s Attack on Laws of
Science.

To the Editor of The New York Times:

The Times of July 21 contains an article stating that Walter Russell challenges the Newtonian theory of gravitation. This artist, who is admittedly not a scientist, goes on to say that the fundamentals of science are so hopelessly wrong and so contrary to nature, that nothing but a major surgical operation upon the present primitive beliefs can ever put them in line for a workable cosmogenetic synthesis.

Disregarding all his other claims, it seems to me that it would be more fitting for an artist of Mr. Russell’s acknowledged distinction in his own field, to remain in it and not go trespassing on ground which even angels fear to tread.

For nearly three hundred years no one, not even a scientist, has had the temerity to question Newton’s laws of gravitation. Such an act on the part of a scientist would be akin to blasphemy, and for an artist to commit such an absurdity is, to treat it kindly, an evidence of either mis-guidance or crass ignorance of the enormity of his act.

THE PERFECT LAWS.

There are some things which we, in our profession, hold sacred and believe to be unalterable fundamentals, because they are the whole truth, to which nothing can be added nor subtracted from. The Newtonian laws of gravitation and Kepler three immortal laws are considered perfect laws.

The Times article states that in his book The Russell Genero-Radiative Concept, now just issued, and in fifteen more to follow, he is going down the line and ripping the other immutable laws up the back. Newton gets his first; then, I presume, he will have the temerity to have a go at Kepler.

I will pass over the other promised reforms, such as his attempt to change the fundamental law of electro-dynamics from ‘like charges repel’ to just the opposite. They are not worthy of serious thought, so let him tear at them uselessly to his hearts content. No one will in the least mind or take notice, but when it comes to our sacred laws, I say “hands off!”

JOHN E. JACKSON
August 03, 1930. Mr. Russell Replies: To the Editor of The New York Times:

Dr. John E. Jackson’s letter to you, a copy of which he graciously sent to me, is a perfectly natural letter of resentment for which I do not blame him in the least. It is true that I have challenged the accuracy or completeness of the Newtonian laws of gravitation and will just as vigorously attack the other sacred laws of Kepler, and any others, either ancient or modern, that need modifying or rewriting to fit the needs of a civilization whose onward march is held back by the untruths, or half truths, of those who rely upon the deceptive evidence of what their eyes think they see. I am sorry that an artist had to do it, but Sir Oliver Lodge said that no scientist could make the supreme discovery of the one thing for which science is looking and hoping. He said that such a discovery would have to be the supreme inspiration of some poet, painter, philosopher or saint Supplying Needed Imagination. In other words, science sorely needs the imagination of an artist or poet to synthesize her heterogeneous complexities, and put her on the path of simplicity and truth; for nature is very simple in her causes. She is complex only in her repetitive effects ----

COMMENT: This is why we advocate, in our personal cosmology, that all of the world’s precious children should have the highest cosmic holistic education possible because Science, Spirituality, and Art are unified in them with the marriage of Masculine Universal Geometric Mathematics and the Feminine Creative Octave of Cosmic Music!

----I have not said that Newton’s laws were wrong, for they are right as far as they go. They are only half truths, though. Kepler’s first law is not only a half truth, but the half that is stated is inaccurately stated. Science should be exact, not approximate or inferential. Just as Newton left out all consideration of the equal and opposite reaction to the attraction of gravitation, which is the repulsion of radiation, so does Kepler leave the other focus of his ellipses out of his consideration. The sun is one of the foci of planetary elliptical paths he says; but how about the other one? My friendly critics will of course admit that there are two foci to any elliptical orbit. If one of these foci is important, why is not the other equally so?

What is the cause of elliptical orbits if not that some doubly acting force, concentrated at two foci, is exerting its opposite influences on both masses,
not on one. For this reason also it is inaccurate, because it is untrue, to say that
the sun is at one of its foci. That informs us that the sun’s center is one of its
foci, which is not true. The true focus, which only happens to be within the
sun, because of the sun’s huge bulk, is the mutual gravitative center of both
sun and planet, or earth and moon.

THE LAW IS MERELY LOCAL

If a planet happened to be a big fellow, the focus referred to would be a long
way outside of the sun. For this reason, the law is purely a local one, limited
to a solar system, and would not apply to two solar systems or to two bodies of
approximately equal mass revolving around each other, as a universal law should
apply. The neglected focus is the mutual center of repulsion which is the lowest
point in the pressure gradient between any two masses. These two oppositely
acting foci are the controls which determine the orbits of both masses around each
other instead of one mass around the other, which was the apparent limit of
Kepler’s consideration.

Perhaps Dr. Jackson will explain to me why Kepler and Newton, and all who have
followed since then, have shirked this other necessary focus and have given us
only the perfectly obvious one. If Newton had watched that apple compose itself
from low potential gases and liquids to high potential solids, saw it fall, and still
remained on his job watching it decompose back again into low potential gases
and vapors as it arose, we might have had a complete law of gravitation which
would have been a great aid in putting a much-needed foundation under the feet of
science during these intervening centuries.

FAIR TREATMENT ASKED

I am offering again my contribution to what seems to me the unstable foundation
beneath the feet of science. Einstein and others have already been respectfully
credited for the same ideas which, when published by me, had formerly brought
me ridicule. All I ask is a consideration of my ideas and fair treatment. I have
begun to correct the Eddington idea of a running-down universe, by supplying the
other half of Newton’s laws and Kepler’s neglected focus, which makes the
universe a continuing one. This must be followed up by correcting many other
things, such as the structure of the atom, the supposed nature of the electron and
kindred fantasies, illusions, cosmogonies and hypotheses, which have succeeded each other for three hundred years, none of which survive the test of five years trial without becoming as ephemeral as Laplace’s nebular hypothesis or as old fashioned as a 1927 model of the atom.

If Dr. Jackson thinks academic science is advancing, he is wrong. Industrial science is leaping ahead on restricted lines, but the theorists who draw fantastic conclusions from their experiments have gone cubist. The jumping electron atom, and all other atomic models, with the exception of Rutherford’s, for which so many Nobel prizes have been given, have no more relation to nature than green cheese has to the moon. And as for the little wire cages studded with marbles, which are supposed to show how the atoms determine crystallization they are just funny.

WALTER RUSSELL.
New York, July 28, 1930

Setting aside the fact that Walter Russell could not communicate with the complete Cosmic Language of Light, his great SPIRITUAL REVELATIONS, pertaining to true nature of THE CAUSAL LAWS OF ALL CREATION, are impeccable! It is because we are experiencing the indescribable joy of communicating directly with THE NAMELESS AND BOUNDLESS COSMIC ESSENCE (BCE), that we immediately recognized that Dr. Walter Russell most certainly was communicating directly with Him and without any type of conscious mind limitations, such as adherence to ignorance, interfering with it!

The TIMELESS and IMMORTAL WORDS spoken by BCE in THE MESSAGE OF THE DIVINE ILIAD, THE UNIVERSAL ONE, and THE SECRET OF LIGHT are calling upon the people of Earth to lift themselves up from the Darkness of Materialism and prepare to give birth to the Children of Light and help them to expand their planes of consciousness, through THE LOVE OF PURE LEARNING, to levels of spiritual awareness high enough to enable them to become co-creators with BCE. The Message of the Divine Iliad addresses materialism at the very beginning when it starts with THE WORD - I:

1) “Write thou these words for men.”
2) “Through my messengers, I have told man to cast his bread upon the waters and it would return to him multiplied, but he comprehendeth it not, even to this day.”

3) “Through My messengers I have told man that it is not easy for him who loveth riches of earth alone to enter My kingdom, but he still fails to comprehend that he may have great riches and still find his way to Me, through obeying My One Law.”

4) “Write thou My law for him a hundred times, yea a hundred times a hundred times, and exemplify it unceasingly, that he may know it inviolate, that he may know it irrevocably, and that he may find ecstacy in obeying it.”

“Behold in Me the One, inseparable. Two things there are not in My universe. There is but Me.”

“Everything that is, is of every other thing that is. Nothing is of itself alone. All things are indissolubly united.”

“This is a universe of seeming; an imaged universe of thinking; an action universe of desiring. That which Mind desireth will appear in the image of that desire.”

“Seek ye, therefore, what ye will in Me and ye shall find it. Desire what ye will and behold it standeth before Thee. Throughout the aeons it hath been thine without thy knowing, even though thou has but just asked for it.”

“Sit ye not and ask, acting not, for thy desire will not come thy way to thee unaided by thy strong arms.”

“Behold, I am within all things centering them; and I am without all things controlling them, but I am not those things which I center in them and control in space surrounding them.”

“I am the center of My universe of Me. Everywhere I am is the center of all things, and I am everywhere.”

“Pairs of opposites are drawn into each other’s vortices where they void each
other, passionately. Each is then naught, a zero simulating that zero of their source from which they sprang—but they are also seed for another seeming two which emerge from the Oneness of their Source.”

“He who desires riches of earth alone, denying Me in him, shall dwell in outer darkness of his own making, until he shall desire Me strongly.”

“Things of earth which man desires are but things of earth to be returned to earth with the bones of him. But things of earth, heaven blessed by Me, are as eternal in the immortality of his Self-recording Soul as Light of Me is eternal.”

“Until you balance your desire for peace by giving peace, or happiness by giving happiness, or prosperity by giving prosperity, your prayer will be voided by you, yourself.”

“The only way that you can have happiness given to you by the light of love, which God is, is for you to give love to others. You cannot take happiness or love. You can only give it! If you give love, it will as surely be given to you as light shone into a mirror will reflect light back from the mirror.”

“No man has ever yet been able to purchase happiness, prosperity, peace or love with any other coin than happiness, peace and love. The price of love is love. The price of greed is agony.”

“No sickness of any kind is self-made, whether knowingly or unknowingly, whether intentionally or unintentionally.”

“God’s laws are never set aside by prayer or otherwise. The CAUSE of your illness is in your defiance of the law. You are suffering from its effects and ask God to eliminate the EFFECT while you continue to repeat the CAUSE.

No matter how heavy the burden of the treadmill of life may be, or how bitterly your body may be chained to Earth, you may escape from it and be exalted among men by hearing the still small Voice within you whispering inspired words in God’s LANGUAGE OF LIGHT.

Until now, Walter Russell’s work has not been accepted by mainstream scientists.
Russell asserted that this was mainly due to a difference in the assumptions made about the existence of mind and matter; Russell assumes the existence of mind as cause while he believes that scientists in general assume the existence of mind as effect. Russell was also proficient in philosophy, music, ice skating, and was a professor at the institution he founded, the University of Science and Philosophy (USP). He believed mediocrity is self-inflicted and genius is self-bestowed. The content of his public lectures and his writing about living philosophy place him firmly in the New Thought Movement.

In 1963, Walter Cronkite, in the national television evening news, commenting on Russell's death, referred to him as "... the Leonardo da Vinci of our time." After Russell died - which the Russells referred to as being "refolded" - his wife Lao Russell kept USP going successfully until she herself died in 1988.

(3) **THE UNIVERSAL ONE**: An exact spiritual science of the One visible and invisible Universe of Mind and the registration of all idea of thinking Mind in light, which is matter and also energy. Author: Walter Russell (1927).

(4) **THE MESSAGE OF THE DIVINE ILIAD** (Volumes I and II) (1948).
To man’s new day, now dawning, when he who alone knows the anguish of the Dark shall find peace through knowing the Light of God in him, as very Self of him, this book is lovingly dedicated. Author: Walter Russell (1948).